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2000 dodge dakota transfer case diagram

Part diagram #2, for the most part, all transfer cases, regardless of the vehicle factor, look the same. There are, however, some discerning factors that will allow you to identify a Dodge transfer case. The first thing you need to understand is that there are at least five different versions of the Dodge transfer case. They are
NV231, NV231HD, NV241, NV241HD, and NV241D. Each of these transfer cases is used in a different type of Dodge. Know that NV231HD can be found in 1994 and older Dodge Ram pickup trucks equipped with V8 or 6-cylinder engines. By comparison, the NV231 transfer case is also used in many sport utility
vehicles and vans of those years that include V8 and 6-cylinder engines. The distinction between the primary difference between NV231 and NV231HD transfer cases. You can achieve this by knowing that the HD version has bearings, larger, and a wider chain than the NV231. Dodge's transfer portfolio consists of
aluminum, as well as the fees, extension and gearbox. Note that the engine torque is transferred to the front and rear propeller shafts by drive sprockets and this chain connects. Needle and ball bearings support the front output shaft, input equipment and main shaft. Other components in the migration case that will help
you identify it as a Dodge transfer case are the components that make up the synchronization mechanism. These include the synchro hub and two-spring features used for saving; Three strawberries and a sliding clutch. These components allow you to switch between 4-high and 2-high ranges while the vehicle rolls.
You'll understand that aside from a few dimensional differences, all models of Dodge transfer cases look almost identical. A distinction between the different models is achieved by an ID tag attached to each transfer event. Note that this tag can be found at the back of the migration portfolio. The tag provides information
such as the assembly number, model number, low range allowance, and serial number. You can also find the date the migration event was built, in the serial number. We offer the widest selection of rebuilt transfer cases for Dodge vehicles, including the following models: Colt Vista, D Series, Dakota, Durango, Ram
1500, Ram 2500, Ram 3500, Ramcharger and W Series.  Removing and replacing a transfer portfolio in our shattered unit is much easier than overhauling the transfer portfolio.  We can provide a direct reduction in replacement, removing all risk of getting the wrong unit. Our transfer files have an unlimited mileage
warranty for 12 months. We can provide the following rebuilt Dodge model transfer cases: KM271, KM272, NP241D, NP205, NP208, NP244D, NP233D, NP231, NP242D, NP207, NV144D, NV133D, NP233, NV271D, NP217D, and NP273D.  Only new spare parts use the purchase of all DTS-UMT Transfer case and rest
assured in case your transfer will have the latest compatibility upgrades installed!            Not offered by most remanufaced contractors transferring case units unlike many low-quality rebuild transfer cases, these are reufactured units at the plant and have been thoroughly tested from the smallest piece to completed
assembly.   Low service expectancy parts are automatically replaced regardless of their status.   All other parts that don't have a completely new potential service life are replaced by the highest quality parts available. Improvements (upgrades) are made to improve factory design when possible. But these procedures
alone will not guarantee you the highest quality transfer case. This is the experience of the craftspeople with their knowledge, dedication and an uncompromising desire to improve that makes our transfer cases reintroduced to the level of quality in the industry.  All rebuilt transfer cases receive new seals, bearings,
chains, sped surfaces and tires.  All shapars, sliders, hubs and planets are tested to ensure adequate tolerance is maintained. All units are inspected at the factory prior to delivery and have no hassle-free warranty.  With you assembly number we remove all risk from receiving a unit that was not designed for your vehicle.
Encoded engines are available separately. Someone suggests rebuilding your existing unit wondering what's the difference between a rebuilt unit and a re-manufactured unit? The person offering the rebuild service usually gives you a price without opening your transfer portfolio. He guesses and bets he can fix the unit
with minimum expenses for parts and get you on your way without warranty! Re-manufactured units have newer parts and come with a 12-month warranty. Another thing to consider is that it takes fewer mechanical skills to remove and replace an entire unit than to rebuild a unit if you are considering doing the job
yourself even less time. If you have good mechanical skill and rebuilding time your existing unit is recommended.  Use the illustration on the left to help you correctly identify what transfer event you have, it's located at the back of the unit. The assembly number is the key to a direct reduction in its change.  Information
also provides to help you identify what types of Yoke and Switch your migration portfolio has. So the next time you need a transfer case remember - all transfer cases are not the same - you can never make a bad decision by choosing the best. Are you having problems with your NP231 migration case and need a rebuild
kit or spare parts?  We offer professional quality redesigned NP231 transfer cases and parts including rebuild parts kits designed to be the top of the line renovation kits.  The transfer case of series 231 of a new process began to be installed in the jeep, And Chevrolet applications in 1987.  These transfer cases are part-
time four-wheel drive with 4HI - 2HI - N - 4L shift positions. NP231 is a 1:1 direct drive in high range, and use low-range planetary reduction gears with a ratio of 2.72:1. This unit is a chain-driven front output, a drop in the left hand (the driver's side front drive shaft) on the Dodge Jeep, while GM had a drop in the right
hand and even some with a drop on the drive side. 231 are a light mandatory transfer case commonly used in 4 and 6-cylinder Jeep, Dodge and Chevrolet applications.     In these cases of a new process there is a circular tag at the back of the case, near the center close to where the rear shaft comes out. Identification
information for the NP231 migration event is found in this switch that typically includes a model number, assembly number, and serial number and ratio data. When booking an alternate transfer event, it is most important to provide the assembly number. This number is usually eight digits, four head number rivets/screw
and four additional numbers. Jeep, Dodge and Chevrolet versions use a round 6-screw bolt pattern. This pattern is not symmetrical and will only run in one direction. Jeep and Dodge units are general to replace, but Chevrolet units are gone. While GM uses the same 6-latch chatter, they have it rotate about 90 degrees
from that used by a Jeep or Dodge. NP231 transfer cases come with input of 21 or 23 females. The 21 spline shaft is often found in 4 cylinder applications and 2.8L V6, while 4.0L 6-cylinder and 8 cylinder applications have always used a 23 spline input shaft. GM/Chevrolet NP231 is provided with 27-spline female input
and a sufficient cross-reference table to assist you in identifying your transfer case. Check the back of the unit for a model number. An illustrated drawing provides below to help you identify parts, order, and assembly. Back to the availability page parts transfer parts and other model, sometimes we can provide good
used spend parts to save you money. Don't see what you need to just give us toll-free 800-216-1632..  If you decide to replace the NP 207 transfer portfolio with a 12-month warranty, see the full list of transfer cases for Chevrolet/GMC, Dodge and Jeep vehicles. The entire rebuilt transfer portfolio receives new seals,
bearings, chains, a planting surface, encoded engines and viscous pairs.  All pirs, slider, hubs and planets are tested to ensure adequate factory durability. All units are inspected at the plant prior to delivery.  Troubleshooting.   New Process Model 231 231 Transfer Case Figure exploded display to help you identify partial
and assembly. Partial Transfer Vacuum Case Shift 231 Transfer Case Saver $49.29 Won't Work on 3 Bolt Trail Housing Units GMC / Chevrolet T-Series 1988-97 / Jeep XJ, YJ and TJ 1986-On / Dakota 1988- On Recommended fluid for NP231 -- ATF   PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION TYPE YEARS DTS-BK231
Rebuilder Kit - Bearings, Gaskets, Seals,  &amp; Pads .940/24mm wide BD50-8 input Brg. (GM, Dodge, Jeep)   DTS-BK231A Rebuilder Kit - Bearings, Gaskets, Seals &amp; Pads .630/16mm wide 6010-N input Brg. (GM, Dodge)   DTS-BK231J Rebuilder Kit - Bearings, Gaskets, Seals &amp; Pads .630/16mm wide input
Brg. (Jeep except Liberty)   DTS-BK231JA Rebuilder Kit - Bearings, Gaskets, Seals &amp; Pads .630/16mm wide input Brg. (Jeep Liberty)   TRS-TSK231 Overhaul Kit - Gaskets, O' Rings and Seals (except Jeep) TRS-TSK231J Overhaul Kit - Gaskets, O' Rings and Seals (Jeep except Liberty)   TRS-TSK231JA
Overhaul Kit - Gaskets, O' Rings and Seals (Jeep Liberty)   TC-Saver Transfer Case Saver don't leave home without it, stop premature failure See installation instructions   201207C Adapter to Transfer Case Gasket Chevy / GMC 1986-97 TRS-351001  Small Parts Kit     201049 Adapter Housing Seal (trans side) Jeep /
Dodge - Not in Kits 1986-On 201032 Input Gear Seal - Double-Lip Chevy / GMC 1986-97 201050 Input Gear Seal Jeep / Dodge 1986-On 201040 Front Output Shaft Seal 38mm I.D. Chevy/GMC/Jeep/Dodge 1986-96 201040A Front Output Shaft Seal 28mm I.D. Chevy/GMC 1994-97 45551B Rear Output Shaft Seal 27
Spline Output shaft Chevy/GMC 1988-83 34743A Rear Output Shaft Seal 32 Spline Output shaft Chevy/GMC 1992-97 12925D Rear Output Shaft Seal 2.563 I.D. 2.372 O.D. Jeep / Dodge 1986-00 45551B Rear Output Shaft Seal 1.500 I.D. 2.372 O.D. Jeep / Dodge 1986-00 201040J Rear Output Shaft Seal 2.584 O.D.
(Not in Kits) Jeep / Dodge 1995-00 TRS-351334 Range Fork Bushing (Plastic)     TRS-44066 Extension Housing Bushing 1.5 O.D. Chevy / GM TRS-12066 Extension Housing Bushing 1.510 O. D. 26 &amp; 27 Spline Dodge TRS-331066 Extension Housing Bushing  32 Spline   201501 Input Ball Bearing BD50-8 1986-
96 201506 Input Ball Bearing 6010N 1992-00 TRS-351670 Input Shaft 21 Spline 4 1/8 Jeep w/.940 wide input bearing     TRS-361670A Input Shaft 23 Spline 4 1/4 Dodge w/.940 wide input bearing     TRS-371670B Input Shaft 23 Spline 5 1/8 w/.940 wide טלק אשונ   TRS-352670CC 23 ריפ טלק   Spline 5 1/8 w/630 בחר טלק 

אשונ  TRS-351672 26 ישאר ריפ   Spline 18 3/8 החיש גדוד '  &amp; ףסכ ךוסחל  בוט , תחקל  ריפ  ונל  שי  םא  תוארל   TRS-321840K 1986 ףא יחטשמ  תכרע  -On TRS-352849A 1986-93 ןוכדע םוינימולא  וא 17833   #16976 גלקס -  חווט   TRS-3 52850A #16196 לזרב )  ) גלגלמ בצמ   TRS-351850 רחואמ גדוד '  ) םייניש בצמ 30  ) TRS-351645K חווט
ןווחמ  &amp; תזכר  TRS-351646 םייניש תיפוקש 24  בצמ   TRS-351701K אלמ  ) הבכרה בצמ  ) TRS-351701 בצמ  Syncro 48 םייניש  TRS-351701A בצמ  Syncro 60 םייניש  TRS-352646 בצמ ןווחמ  B 30 םייניש  TRS-351500 תבכרה ןמש  תבאשמ   TRS-351588A Planet (6 שומישב ןויניפ )  w /.630 #6010 בחר -N 1994 אשונ -Up החיש ו  If we have

a good shelter unit to save money.   TRS-351588 Planet (6 Pinion) used wide w/.940 #BD50-8 input bearings 1987-94 call and see if we have a good take unit to save money.   TRS-321411B Switch, Vacuum 4 Prong Black TRS-321411 Switch, Vacuum 3 Prong Black TRS-351760-1 Case Half Front Cast #16118 Call
and see if we have a good take unit to save money.    TRS-351760-2 case half call rear and see if we have a good take unit to save money.   TRS-351772 Housing Tail 5 3/4 #16354 and check if we have a good spend unit to save money.    TRS-351806 Driven Sprocket (1.25 Wide Chain) TRS-HV-027 Chain Drive - 62-
Pin, 1/2 Pitch, 1.0-Wide Round Pin - 36 Links 1989-Up TRS-HV-022 Chain Drive - 62 Pins, 1/2 Pitch, Round Pins 1.25 Wide - 31 Links 1988-On MTC Heavy Duty Upgrade Sprocket (Set) and Chain TRX231 Book on CD, Troubleshooting &amp; Renovation Guide Ayurhuket Increase NP231 Syncor Ring I Have Jeep
Cheroke Sport 1994 4.0lt. Problem: Our wheel drive works just fine at 4 high but at 4 axis front low does not engage ino it happens that in high sand 4 works fine but when trying to climb steep hills at 4-low rear wheels rotate the front does not register. Problem solving by: It may have something to do with a 4wd
shift/switch camera. It can be tested by Jack the vehicle for all four wheels and while in 4L see if the front shuttle rotates in 4L if the shaft does not rotate it defies a problem in the transfer case, if the shaft rotates and the front tire or tires are not this switch it is supposed to activate the approver and engage differential.
Differential.
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